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I – The inputs from the law on Social 
Economy (31 July 2014)

A. A basic law
i. Defining social economy – a compromise putting an end to 

10 years of controversy
ii. Defining social utility that enables an alternative to European

social aim
iii. A guide of good practices 
iv. The French Chamber for Social Economy
v. Territorial policies towards Social Economy (a regional

strategy, regional conferences…) 
vi. A statistical follow-up, public order
vii. A definition of social innovation 
viii. A follow-up to access of funding
ix. And many measures towards associations, foundations, eco-

organisation, fairtrade … 



98 ARTICLES IN TOTAL !! 



B. The outcome of a genuine consultation between
September 2012 and July 2014

i. Consultation process (September 2012 – June 2013)
ii. Parliamentary work (September 2013 – July 2014)



II – Four years later

A. The parliamentary report 
On 9 March 2016, almost 2 years after the law

i. All legal measures have been taken

ii. But 5 reports enshrined in the Law were not published by the 
Government



B. What can we say now? 
i. A great tool despite everything

ii. An envied status in many European and Mediterranean countries, 
and even beyond

iii. An openness, controlled inclusiveness

iv. The Conseil Supérieur de l’ESS (dialogue body between Social 
Economy entrepreneurs and public bodies) was renewed, 
rejuvenated, gender balanced and produced important texts: a 
guide for good practices 

v. The recognition by the new regions was very fluctuating, took a 
long time and sometimes too basic

vi. The action by banks towards Social Economy remains questionable

II – Four years later



III – The scope of Social Economy

Social Economy is a form of organisation of human activities, 
founded on collective solidarity and democracy. 

It is based upon economic effectiveness of its means, 
ensuring production, distribution, exchange and consumption
of products and services. 

It contributes to a process of active citizenship and enables
individual and collective welfare. 

Social Economy is present in all economic, social, societal and 
environmental sectors.



III – The scope of Social Economy

Organisations of the Social Economy are firstly defined by 
legal statuses that they adopt. The latter represent the 
fundamental contract binding all acting parties, enshrining
the common law widely agreed. 

This implies: 

- Mutual societies falling within the Code of mutuality and 
mutual insurances;

- Cooperatives;

- Associations;

- Foundations. 



III – The scope of Social Economy

As for every living sector, other types of structures were built
upon Social Economy: societies claiming to be part of Social 
Economy (putting forward economic citizenship to enhance
more balanced and regulated economic relationships) and 
those in charge of insertion through economic activity (which
encompasses commercial societies although most of IAE 
bodies are associations). 

Regarding the European Commission, its texts (initiatives and 
regulations) gave various definitions of social enterprises
based upon economy of repair.  



III – The scope of Social Economy

However, an important share of Social Economy actors
believe that the approach through the status remains

relevant and recommends that the latter be adopted to 
define the scope of Social Economy

For commercial societies claiming their belonging to Social 
Economy, the Assembly recommends that the draft project

on Social Economy indicate the obligation for these societies
to integrate and the following values and specificities of SE 

in their own statuses:  



III – The scope of Social Economy

- Individual-centered enterprises and not capital-
based enterprises

- Solidarity between members

- Democratic governance



IV – The latest news

A. A complicated roadmap until the end of March 

B. A co-construction only in theory

C. A missing political support 

D. The definition of Social Economy at stake: who really
recognises himself in the French Impact? SE is not 
defined by its social impact 

E. International challenges too
i. Europe

1. An action plan by the Commission: the challenge of the next EU 
elections

2. Definition of non-profit 

ii. The Mediterranean is scattered



IV – The latest news

Conclusion 

It is the moment for Social Economy to claim back its

project, not only for SE but first and foremost for our

countries and our fellow citizens, but also beyond our

borders.


